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Hello!
Thank you all for coming!
Feel welcome and please let us know if you need anything!
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AGENDA

◍
◍
◍
◍
◍

Who are we?
Class rules
Semester schedule
CONOPS
Subsystems
◍ What are them?
◍ What are their requirements?

◍ Divide and conquer!
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1.
Who are we?
Let’s start with tiny introductions
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2.
Class rules
Boring, but important
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“
We are here for you…
…but we’re not your mother!
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CLASS RULES

◍
◍
◍
◍
◍
◍

Arrive on time
Pay attention and participate
If one talks, the others listen
Clean up after yourself
Ask questions
Have fun!
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3.
Semester schedule
One step at a time!
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MISSION

◍

Cloud top and ocean infrared data yield important insights
◌ Scientific study of Earth’s climate and weather

◍

Previous measurements from large satellite platforms
◌ Expensive: limited observation frequency and locations

◍

This mission seeks to
◌ Prove use of Cubesat platform to gather measurements
◌ Develop engineering competencies of students

◍

Future missions:
◌ Constellations to expand measurement frequency/coverage
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MISSION OBJECTIVE STATEMENT

To demonstrate the concept of measuring cloud top
temperature using infrared and visible imagers on a
CubeSat launched on a high-altitude balloon.
To develop engineering competencies through
designing, building, and launching a CubeSat
through a hands-on class.
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MISSION OBJECTIVE
STATEMENT
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SEMESTER SCHEDULE

03/05
03/12*
03/19
03/26
04/02
04/09
04/16
04/30
05/07
05/14
05/21
05/28

Schedule, CONOPS, Subsystems
Satellite design process and trade offs
Integration planning
Building 1
Building 2
Building 3
Building 4
Debugging 1
Debugging 2
Assembly
Assembly and Test
Final presentation
12 * We might have an astronaut visiting us this day!

SEMESTER SCHEDULE

June

Balloon Launch!
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CLASS STRUCTURE

4:00 – 4:15

Subsystem Presentations - 2 minutes

4:15 - 5:00

Work in groups with AeroAstro advisors

5:00 - 5:10

-- Break --

5:10 - 5:45

Work in groups

5:45 - 6:00

Wrap up, write down current progress and
goals for following week
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4.
CONOPS:
Concept of Operations
The logistics of what we are going to do!
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WHAT IS CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS?

Example:

◍ CONOPS “describes how a
system will be operated
during the life-cycle
phases”
◍ Usually contains operational
sequence, critical events,
timelines, interactions,
facilities, logistics
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C3 CONOPS

Some parameters
are still open
for you to
choose. So far,
our launch and
operation will
look like this:

Deployment Team

Recovery Team

Drive to Albany, NY

Drive to expected
landing area, MA

Launch balloon
Make sure communications are working properly
Recover satellite
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Launch

18

Recovery

5.
Subsystems and
Requirements
How to divide and what to conquer
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Systems Engineering
“Is a robust approach to the design, creation, and operation of systems.
(...) Identification of goals, creation of system design concepts,
performance of design trades, selection and implementation of the best
design, verification and validation.” (NASA)
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SUBSYSTEMS

Mechanical

Power & Electrical

Payload Sensors

Design and build the
satellite structure; Perform
thermal analysis and
implement thermal management;
Lead the final integration.

Calculate the power budget;
Design the electrical
connections; Select
components; Build the power
delivery system.

Select sensors; Design and
build sensor mounts; Simulate
data collection; Integrate
measurements.

Software

Radio Communications

Ground Systems

Select computer and
controller; Handle and
command data; Read and write
info at the right places at
the right time.

Select radio and antenna;
Develop a scheme for high
data rate transmission;
Calculate link budget.

Select ground station;
Develop a scheme for high
data rate transmission;
Calculate satellite ground
track.
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LEVEL 1
MISSION REQUIREMENTS

ID

MIS_REQ_01

Req. Short
Name
Number of
Images

Requirement

Rationale

Satellite shall successfully
capture a minimum number of
images to make a continuous
image.

Verification
Type

Acquire maximum information in a
single pass of the balloon through
Test, Analysis
an image of each location in line
of sight.

MIS_REQ_02 IR Science

This allows the scientific study
Satellite shall measure sea
of Earth’s climate and weather,
surface temperature or cloud top
and CubeSats could enable rapid
temperature.
revisit global coverage.

Ground
MIS_REQ_03
Station

Satellite shall transmit minimum
Ground station location determines
acceptable data for mission
Test, Analysis
coverage distance.
success while in flight.

MIS_REQ_04 Lifetime

Satellite shall operate for at
least four hours.
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Projected lifetime of a balloon
launch is 2 to 4 hours.

Test

Test, Analysis

LEVEL 2
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

ID

Req. Short
Name

Requirement

Rationale

Verification
Type

Satellite shall support downlink to
ground station at a minimum data rate of
5 Mbps (TBR).

Downlink data rate is set by requirement
for number of images and total
time-in-flight (MIS_REQ_01), and additional Test
metadata/telemetry to be transmitted while
in flight.

IR Science

Satellite shall capture IR images in the
M14 and M16 VIIRS bands.

Bands at which VIIRS cloud top properties
and ocean surface temperature are
observable.
Test
(https://weather.msfc.nasa.gov/sport/jpsspg
/images/viirs_channels.png)

SYS_REQ_03

Power

Power system shall provide enough power
to all satellite components for duration
Support payload and spacecraft operations.
of mission at 100% duty cycle, except for
radio transmission only as needed.

SYS_REQ_04

Mass

Satellite mass shall remain under 4kg.

SYS_REQ_01

SYS_REQ_02

Downlink
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According to The CubeSat Program, Cal Poly
SLO CubeSat Design Specification Rev. 13

Test

Inspection

LEVEL 2
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

ID

Req. Short
Name

SYS_REQ_05 Volume

Requirement

Rationale

Satellite volume shall be less
than 10 cm x 10 cm x 34.5 cm.

Satellite shall survive the
Survivabilit
SYS_REQ_06
prelaunch, climb, descent, and
y
landing environments.

SYS_REQ_07 VIS Science

Satellite visual camera shall
capture images in the 370nm 680nm band.
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Verification
Type

According to The CubeSat Program,
Cal Poly SLO CubeSat Design
Specification Rev. 13

Inspection

The balloon landing imposes
significant acceleration loads.

Test

To increase the scientific
capability of the payload. VIS
with a specific narrow filterband
(spefically 450-520nm) can be used
Test
for deep water imaging. It can
penetrate the largest depths of up
to 50 m in clear water when
onboard a satellite.

LEVEL 3
SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
MECHANICAL

ID

Req. Short
Name

Requireremnt

Rationale

Verification
Type

HAR_REQ_01 Center of
mass

S/C center of mass shall be
within 7 cm of its geometric
It is a requirement of the CSLI
center in the z direction.
standard
Threshold: 7 cm; Baseline: 5 cm;
Desired: 3 cm.

Analysis and
Test

HAR_REQ_02 Interface
with subs

S/C structure shall provide
mounting features for all
subsystems which do not impede
their functionality.

Ensure that the entire S/C will
function properly

Analysis and
Test

HAR_REQ_03 Mission
Survival

The TCS shall maintain
subsystems within their
survivable design temperatures
after deployment. (TBR)

Maintaining subsystems within
their survival range will prevent
overall mission failure.

Analysis and
Test
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LEVEL 3
SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: POWER &
ELECTRICAL
ID

Req. Short
Name

System
POW_REQ_01
Power

POW_REQ_02

Voltage
Rails

Survivabili
POW_REQ_03
ty

Requirement

Rationale

Verificatio
n Type

Power system shall provide
power to all satellite
components for duration of
mission at 100% duty cycle,
except for radio transmission
only as needed.

Short mission necessitates
always-on functionality. RF
Transmission to occur only when
needed/at rate required.

Power system shall provide
required voltages to all
subsystems.

Most devices will be powered
directly through RasPi, but
Analysis,
separate voltage rails may be
Test
needed for other subsystems (radio,
beacon, etc).

Power system operational range
will not exceed augmented
environmentmental expectations.

Don’t want to rely on a safe mode
to survive but will allow for
thermal augmentation (passive
heaters).
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Analysis,
Test

LEVEL 3
SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: PAYLOAD
SENSORS

ID

Req. Short
Name

Requirement

Rationale

PL_REQ_01

Image
Quality

IR camera shall have a minimum
resolution of 200 meters.

PL_REQ_02

The cameras shall be able to
Functionalit
Need to deliver the scientific
provide the minimum number of
y
results.
photos determined by MIS_REQ_01.

PL_REQ_03

Physical
Interface

Cameras shall be able to
physically connect to a
Raspberry Pi.

Needs to be able to identify and
differentiate between clouds.

Limited dev time, must use COTS
interface.
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Verification
Type
Analysis and
Test

Analysis and
Test

Analysis

LEVEL 3
SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: SOFTWARE
ID

Req. Short
Name

Requirement

Verification
Type

Ensure computational capacity
exists to achieve mission, and
Analysis, Test
establish SW development
requirement to support mission.
Ensures there will be enough data
The C&DH subsystem shall have data
Data
storage for spacecraft to buffer
storage capacity greater than the
SW_REQ_02 Storage
the entire mission’s worth of data Analysis
S.C. capacity for data collection
Capacity
(potentially for manual
over mission duration.
retrieval).
The C&DH subsystem shall provide a
checksum (or equivalent) in
Ensure data can be confirmed on
Data
SW_REQ_03
transmission packet, and not
the ground, and doesn't get
Inspection
integrity
destroy payload data until receipt deleted until it is.
by ground is confirmed.
The C&DH subsystem will log and
Mission is short, storage
retain spacecraft telemetry and
SW_REQ_04 Retain Data
availability is high, no reason to Analysis
payload data for duration of
drop data.
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mission.
System
SW_REQ_01
Control

The C&DH subsystem shall implement
all control interfaces and
procedures necessary to allow for
functionality required.

Rationale

LEVEL 3
SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS

ID

Req. Short
Name

Requirement

Rationale

Verification
Type

Data Rate

The primary radio shall transmit The data rate needs to fulfill the
at a minimum rate to fulfill the number of images determined in
Analysis, Test
science requirements.
MIS_REQ_01.

CO_REQ_02

Power

The power transmission
The power is directly related to
capabilities shall be within the
the transmission capabilities.
bounds of power budget.

CO_REQ_03

The gain of the antenna shall be
enough to allow data rate
Analysis,
Antenna Size
Has to fit on board and satellite.
communication and physically fit
Test.
inside the satellite.

CO_REQ_01
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Analysis, Test

LEVEL 3
SUBSYSTEM REQUIREMENTS: GROUND
SYSTEMS

ID

Req. Short
Name

Requirement

Rationale

Verification
Type

Data Rate

The radio shall receive at a
minimum rate to fulfill the
science requirements.

The data rate needs to fulfill the
number of images determined in
Analysis, Test
MIS_REQ_01.

GS_REQ_02

Location

The antenna shall be located
inside the eye sight of the
satellite through the entire
flight.

Radio waves need to reach the
ground station to be able to
complete the communication link.

GS_REQ_03

The gain of the antenna shall be
Has to allow enough data
Antenna Size enough to allow data rate
communication.
communication.

GS_REQ_01
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Analysis, Test

Analysis,
Test.

DIVIDE AND CONQUER

Pick a subsystem!
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NEXT STEPS

◍
◍
◍
◍
◍

Separate into groups
Start thinking on how to meet the requirements
Getting comfortable with your subsystem -- Ask every question
you have!
Here is the link to the notebooks for subsystems
Here is the link where we will put class materials
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SUBSYSTEMS

Mechanical

Power & Electrical

Payload Sensors

Armani

Jefferson

Owen Nash

Stephen

Jack

Tadgh Murphy

Kendrick

Shafayet.

Julie Sage.

Software

Radio Communications

Ground Systems

Jonathan Yu

Abdi

Dejvi

Kiernan Olson

Jonathan Yannis

Kawsar.

Jai Mangal.

Felix Y.

Yijian.
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👍
Thanks!
Any questions?
You can reach us at
paulavp@mit.edu
devora@media.mit.edu
ave@media.mit.edu
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